Abstract: A major goal of synthetic biology is to control cell behavior. RNA-mediated genetic switches (RNA switches) are devices that serve this purpose, as they can control gene expressions in response to input signals. In general, RNA switches consist of two domains: an aptamer domain, which binds to an input molecule, and an actuator domain, which controls the gene expression. An input binding to the aptamer can cause the actuator to alter the RNA structure, thus changing access to translation machinery. The assembly of multiple RNA switches has led to complex gene circuits for cell therapies, including the selective killing of pathological cells and purification of cell populations. The inclusion of RNA binding proteins, such as L7Ae, increases the repertoire and precision of the circuit. In this short review, we discuss synthetic RNA switches for gene regulation and their potential therapeutic applications.
Cell function depends on a network of fundamental biomolecules, including DNA, RNA and proteins. DNA and DNA-binding proteins have made up the basis of artificial devices that synthetic biologists use to control a cell. Although RNA-based systems have comparatively lagged, the realization that RNA carries genetic information like DNA but has a diversity of function more resembling proteins has intensified research on these systems. 1) One example is RNA-based genetic switches (RNA switches), which transform an input signal to regulate transcription or translation. For synthetic biologists, post-transcriptional control using synthetic RNA may be advantageous, as it avoids integration into the nucleus and is therefore safer when considering therapeutic applications. In addition, RNA switches are modular, which makes them suitable for complex functions.
2),3) For example, by fusing different RNA switches in tandem, synthetic biologists can produce RNA switches that act as band-pass filters. 4) Moreover, the RNA motifs in an RNA structure can be replaced with other RNA motifs without changing the surrounding RNA structure, a feature that makes it relatively easy to adjust the function of the RNA switch.
One natural set of RNA switches that exemplifies post-transcriptional control includes the RNAs that cause RNA interference (RNAi). 5) Of special interest are microRNAs (miRNAs), which disrupt target mRNAs and/or inhibit translation and are distinctly expressed in healthy and pathological cells. 6 ), 7) The use of RNA-binding proteins (RBPs) to alter RNA structures in ways that predictably influence gene expression expands the number of cellular functions that can be regulated while also enhancing the precision of the regulation. 8) In this short review, we look at the basic elements of synthetic RNA switches and their application to control cell behavior.
RNA switches that use small molecules as input
Small-molecule responsive RNA switches (i.e., riboswitches) are all-RNA devices that regulate gene expressions at the transcriptional or translational level in response to the binding of small molecules. They possess a universal structure consisting of an aptamer domain, which detects the small molecule, and an actuator domain, which causes the conformational change by responding to ligand binding. Naturally occurring RNA switches have been frequently used to detect and regulate the amount of metabolic products. 9),10) Small molecules are attractive inputs, because they are easy to prepare and exogenously introduce into the cell.
In bacterial cells, translation-regulating RNA switches modulate access to the ribosome binding site (RBS) (Fig. 1). 11)-13) Although binding to the aptamer triggers the actuator, the two domains are structurally independent, which allows tuning of the RNA switch by modifying the location of each domain in the RNA sequence.
14),15) Further, advanced algorithms can predict the RNA structure-function relationship to optimize how the two domains should be combined. 16) Recently, synthetic RNA tools have expanded the mode of action in which RNA switches operate. For example, although conventional RNA switches target the RBS to regulate translation, Liu et al. have reported adaptors that convert the regulation to target transcription. 17) Essential to their therapeutic potential, RNA switches have also been demonstrated in eukaryotic cells. Werstruck and Green were the first to use aptamers to regulate the expression of a gene in living eukaryotic cells. 18) Grate and Wilson went on to show a similar strategy could be used to target endogenous genes by inserting the malachite green aptamer into 5BUTR. 19) These studies showed that RNA-ligand binding could inhibit ribosome access to downregulate translation. However, these switches operate as translational inhibitors; RNA switches that upregulate translation in response to an input signal have proven more difficult. An alternative RNA switch that solves this problem is the ribozyme, which is a natural enzyme that cleaves RNA. 20) , 21) Synthetic RNA sequences that carry domains for both aptamers and ribozymes form aptazymes, and their modular and orthogonal nature and ON/OFF ability allows them to be assembled to form various types of Boolean gates in eukaryotic cells. transcription unit, the Nettelbeck lab could shut off viral replication by introducing to the cells theophylline. 24) The ability to control viral replication could have significant implications in experimental virotherapies, such as those used to treat cancers. 25) In these therapies, virus replication is used to eliminate the cancerous cells, but the replication capacity must be kept in check to avoid undesired side effects. While transcription factors can be used to shut off the replication, a theophylline-responsive aptazyme is likely safer. 26) Aptazymes have also been used to regulate key body functions, such as T cell proliferation. 27) Here, the ribozyme prevents the synthesis of T cell-activating cytokines, which results in T cell apoptosis. Drug binding at the aptamer inhibits ribozyme activity to allow cytokine expression and T cell expansion. Furthermore, the target cytokine is easily switched between IL-2 and IL-15, which is important for immunotherapies, since these two cytokines have different effects on T cell populations. 28) Later, Wei and Smolke used this strategy to control the cell cycle in human cells by designing ribozymes that regulate the expression of key regulators to arrest the cycle at multiple stages. 29) Despite the ability to regulate various cellular phenomena, many aptazymes suffer from poor dynamic ranges, but the range can be improved by taking advantage of the modularity. 30) For example, the Hartig lab redesigned ribozymes to achieve a 25-fold dynamic range in mammalian cells. 31) Even so, the improved dynamic range does not ameliorate another limitation of synthetic aptazymes: their high basal activity. Beilstein et al. have shown that this problem could be mitigated by disrupting the internal loop, a secondary structure in ribozymes. 32) Yet while this approach lowered the basal activity, it also diminished the dynamic range, as the fold difference became 10 times. RNA switches that have both high dynamic range and low basal activity continue to be a challenge in the field, especially in mammalian cells.
RNA switches responsive to small RNA Although in theory any small molecule can be used as the input for RNA switches, studies have predominantly used theophylline and tetracycline. The diversity and effectiveness of RNA switches, however, would benefit from a larger library of inputs. For example, Klauser and Hartig reported a RNA switch that responds exclusively to RNAs to block translation in bacterial cells. 33) Similarly, Lucks et al. used antisense RNAs to signal early termination of transcription by creating a stable hairpin structure in the target mRNA to stall RNA polymerase. 34) Shen et al. have reported regazymes, which are RNA switches that use both small molecules and RNAs as their input. 35) Here, small molecule binding initiates a specific cellular process that is then sustained by the output RNAs, thus acting as feedback. Using synthetic RNAs as the input signal could be an alternative to gene knockdown experiments. 36) RNA inputs have also been the foundation for a new paradigm of RNA switches. Because the limiting rate of translation initiation depends on the secondary structure of the RBS in prokaryotic cells, 37) many RNA switches are designed to alter the RNA structure in this region. However, this strategy imposes several constraints on the design, as the synthetic RNAs must fit into regions upstream of the RBS, limiting the number of switches that can be incorporated. 38) Alternatively, Green et al. proposed a system that depends on toehold-mediated linearlinear interactions to raise the degrees of freedom. 39) They prepared toehold switches that interact with RNA elements away from the RBS by simple Watson-Click base pairing but still manage to regulate ribosome binding. This switch allowed the authors to regulate 12 genes independently and simultaneously in a single E. coli cell. The diagnostic potential of the toehold switch was demonstrated through its ability to detect different strains of Ebola virus RNA with high sensitivity. 40) In eukaryotic cells, RNAi pathways are mediated by small RNA (sRNAs) that regulate genes post-transcriptionally. There exist several types of sRNAs, including short hairpin RNA (shRNAs), short interfering RNA (siRNAs), and the aforementioned miRNAs. The Benenson lab was the first to demonstrate how sRNAs could act as Boolean gates that respond to endogenous transcription factors and assembled into higher-order gene circuits in mammalian cells. 41 ),42) sRNAs bind to a target mRNA sequence to block translation or degrade the RNA. 43) Before reaching their final state, sRNAs undergo several processing steps. For miRNAs, the first occurs in the nucleus and is done by Drosha. The resulting precursor RNA is then exported to the cytoplasm where it is processed by Dicer into the final product. Other sRNA are similarly processed by Dicer in the cytoplasm. Disrupting these two events using RNA switches is one way to regulate RNAi in the cell. The Yokobayashi group disrupted Dicer processing by inserting theophylline aptamers into shRNAs. Theophylline binding to shRNAs caused a conformational change that prevented Dicer from accessing its cleavage site. 44 ),45) Dicer functions outside the nucleus, which means disrupting its activity is effective at regulating cytoplasmic proteins. To target nuclear proteins, aptamers have been incorporated into miRNAs to dose-dependently suppress Drosha processing. 46) There is ample evidence indicating that miRNAs could be effective therapeutic tools. Several pieces of literature have suggested that miRNA circulation is a potential diagnostic for the evaluation of inflammation and cancer, 47) , 48) and tumor cells show lower global miRNA expression levels than normal cells. 49) Further, lower expression levels of Drosha and Dicer are consistent with poorer clinical outcomes and advanced tumor stage. 50), 51) In fact, numerous clinical trials using miRNA-based systems are under exploration. 52) Besides cancers, miRNAs show promise as biomarkers for other diseases and cell types. 53) They also are influential in cell reprogramming, as they can enhance or suppress the reprogramming mechanism, which makes them valuable resources for cell therapies. 54) Indeed, different miRNA expression levels between neurons and astrocytes in a heterogeneous population can be exploited to preferentially perturb the differentiation of progenitor cells.
55),56)
With regards to clinical use, regulating miRNA expression levels has been found to promote immunologic tolerance, suggesting good safety. 57) Accordingly, researchers have used miRNAs as ligands for synthetic switches to identify and eliminate cancerous cells. Xie et al. prepared a synthetic regulatory circuit they called a cell-type classifier that was designed to activate the synthesis of a pro-apoptosis gene, hBax, in HeLa cells but repress its synthesis in other cells.
58) The circuit was designed by preparing two sets of miRNA markers, one set included miRNAs expressed unusually high in HeLa cells and the other included miRNAs expressed unusually low compared with other cells. The study went on to show how this system could selectively force apoptosis in HeLa cells from a heterogeneous population.
The ability to eliminate cells with high proliferative potential or other undesired characteristics has implications for cell therapies beyond cancer. In many cell therapies, the transplanted cells are prepared from progenitors cells that have proliferative potential, but during the differentiation protocol not all cells are successfully differentiated, resulting in a heterogeneous population that includes tumorigenic undifferentiated cells. Thus, prior to transplantation, the desired cells must be purified.
Typically, the purification is done using antibodies that bind to specific surface markers. Yet many cell types, such as cardiomyocytes, lack unique surface markers. In response to this problem, we reported "miRNA switches", synthetic mRNAs that use miRNAs as the input, as an alternative to antibodies for cell purification (Fig. 2) . 59) To construct miRNA switches, we inserted a target miRNA-complementary sequence at the 5BUTR region of a fluorescent reporter mRNA and found that co-transfection of the synthetic mRNA with reference fluorescent reporter mRNA enables the distinction of target cells with high sensitivity and efficiency. To demonstrate the capability of miRNA switches for the automatic purification (i.e., without using a cell sorter) of cardiomyocytes derived from human pluripotent stem cells, RNA sequences that included the sequence for Bim, another apoptotic factor, and sequences complementary for cardiomyocyte-specific miRNAs were inserted into the synthetic mRNA and transfected into a heterogeneous cell population. The cardiomyocyte population was purified at levels higher than those using conventional surface markers without sorting and showed good engraftment in a mouse model. The study also showed miRNA switches could select cardiomyocytes at different maturation stages. This ability adds to the advantage miRNA switches could have on cell therapies, since the maturation stage of the cardiomyocytes is associated with the outcome of the cell therapy. 60) Furthermore, the original miRNA switch report confirmed that miRNA switches could be used to purify other cell types that also lack reliable surface markers, including endothelial cells, hepatocytes and insulin-producing cells. The success of miRNA switches is premised on the same concept as surface proteins; relatively disproportionate expression levels of a marker in the desired cell type. A later study showed, however, that even if the different cell types express similar levels of a miRNA, because miRNA switches can operate at remarkable resolution, the cells can still be sorted. 61) Indeed, that study showed miRNA switches could distinguish cells when active miRNA levels are less than two fold different and further estimated that using just four miRNA switches could resolve hundreds of cell types, in principle.
RBP-based synthetic RNA devices and circuits
RBPs can bind RNAs to stabilize RNA secondary and tertiary structures. These conformational changes act like RNA switches to regulate gene expressions. Because proteins regulate fundamental cellular functions, synthetic biologists have used RBPs to design protein-responsive RNA switches. The Smolke lab used aptamers that bound to proteins involved in NF5B and Wnt signaling. 62) These RNA devices could control cell fate through alternative splicing to regulate the expression of herpes simplex virus-thymidine kinase, which conferred sensitivity to a pro-apoptosis drug. The same study also showed that gene splicing could be controlled with an aptamer for MS2, a bacteriophage coat protein.
Bloom et al. used a similar MS2 aptamer to show that RNA switch behavior can be predicted quantitatively. 63 ) They designed a switch in which MS2 binding caused the expression of a fluorescent marker, the level of which could be quantified by the mRNA half life and the number of miRNA target sites. This ability allowed the researchers to measure the concentration of a target nuclear protein noninvasively based on the fluorescence.
While many RBPs have been discovered in eukaryotes, viral and prokaryotic RBPs like MS2 are preferred to control synthetic RNA switches in mammalian cells because they are easier to assemble orthogonally. 64) Additionally, the binding of prokaryotic RBPs results in well-defined RNA structures. One example is the k-turn, a dynamic structure that is stabilized by the binding of metal ions and also by the binding of the archaea protein L7Ae. 65) We have developed L7Ae-responsive RNA switches where a L7Ae-k-turn interaction on the 5BUTR region of the target mRNA prevents ribosome function and thus prevents translation. 66) At the same time, if the kturn is incorporated into antisense RNA, then L7Ae can be used as input to activate translation by folding the antisense RNA so that the latter cannot engage with its complementary strand. We later showed that the same design could be used to control mammalian cell fate, as the expressions of Bcl-xL and FADD (Fas-Associated protein with Death Domain), both apoptosis genes, were modulated by responding to L7Ae protein levels in mammalian cells. 67) Modifying the motifs to which L7Ae binds allows for tuning the translation and even the creation of negative feedback. 68),69) A similar approach can be used to regulate RNAi. We showed that Dicer function can be modulated by modifying aptamers that respond to protein ligands. 70) To do this, we prepared protein-responsive shRNA devices that were used to detect several proteins, including L7Ae, U1A, and NF5B p50 proteins. The inhibitory effect of the device correlated with the steric hindrance it caused between Dicer and the protein-bound RNA switch, an effect that could be predicted in silico.
L7Ae has also been used as a basis for biocomputing in mammalian cells. For example, a plugand-play system was designed where two different inputs were used in parallel to control the output of a reporter gene. 71) Here, L7Ae was combined with MS2 and coupled with transcription regulation to generate half-adders and half-subtractors for more sophisticated computing. This circuit was delivered into the cell using plamid DNA. RNA delivery methods were used to introduce a different plug-and-play circuit that was also based on the coupling of L7Ae and MS2. 72) This circuit regulated post-transcription events and was delivered using either modified RNA or RNA replicons, making it not only safer compared with DNA-delivery modules, but also indicating that both short-and long-term regulation is possible. L7Ae can further be incorporated into the miRNA-responsive cell classifier circuits described above for better precision of the circuit activity (Fig. 3) . While present single-cell biocomputing depends on both transcriptional and translational regulators, it might be possible to replace the transcriptional control with miRNA switches and RNAbased circuits so that advanced biocomputing could be done using only post-translational regulation, an important iteration towards cell therapies in patients.
Another protein commonly used in proteinresponsive RNA switches is Tetracycline Repressor (TetR). Like L7Ae, TetR binding to RNA blocks translation. The TetR-responsive RNA switch is excellent in terms of control, as it can be regulated by the doxycline inducible system, and the conventional Tet system is easy to incorporate into RNA. Using this system, the Niles lab dose-dependently controlled the translation of a fluorescent protein in yeast. 73) Additionally, by modifying the TetR structure, they were able to invert the regulation such that TetR only bound to the RNA and subsequently inhibited translation upon Dox binding. In a later study, they showed this approach can be used to control in human cells the gene expression of Plasmodium falciparum, a parasite that confers malaria. 74) Most recently, they demonstrated enhanced dynamic range of this system by fusing TetR with various endogenous proteins that regulate translation. 75) In contrast to the above proteins, which bind to specific RNA motifs, Pumilio and its derivatives, such as Pumilio and FBF (PUF) protein, can bind to arbitrary RNA sequences to regulate translation, primarily by controlling gene splicing. A distinctive feature of PUF domains is their high affinity for short RNA sequences. Like other RBPs, the PUF domain has been used to regulate apoptosis in mammalian cells. 76) In these experiments, the PUF domain was fused with functional domains that regulate splicing to form engineered splicing factors (ESF). The PUF contains the RNA sequence for L7Ae synthesis and a sequence complementary to miRNA-X, which is expressed at distinctly high levels in an undesired cell type. The second miRNA switch carries the RNA sequence for hBax synthesis, a sequence complementary to miRNA-Y, which is distinctly expressed by the desired cell type, and the k-turn (green). When the two miRNA switches are transfected into the undesired cell type, miRNA-X prevents the expression of L7Ae. The absence of L7Ae and miRNA-Y makes the probability of hBax expression high. On the other hand, in the desired cell type, the low expression of miRNA-X results in L7Ae expression. This expression, along with the expression of miRNA-Y makes the probability of hBax expression low. It has been discovered that many cell types express miRNAs at distinct levels. Therefore, by making the protein a pro-apoptosis factor and the anti-miR complementary to a signature miRNA, it is possible to induce apoptosis in all cell types but the one of interest. miRNA switches have been used to purify a variety of somatic cell types, including cardiomyoctyes, hepatocytes, and endothelial cells among others. They are also capable of identifying different maturation stages (not shown). Both of these abilities have important implications for cell therapies.
domain was designed to have high affinity for a target RNA sequence such that its binding triggered ESF to splice Bcl-X into one of two isoforms, one proapoptotic and one anti-apoptotic, thus modulating the sensitivity of the cell to anti-cancer drugs. Fusing the PUF domain with gene regulators was also shown to modulate translation. 77) Additionally, PUF can regulate translation by binding to the 5BUTR without a partner protein. 78) One difference between the PUF domain and L7Ae is that the former does not require a specific secondary structure to exercise its function.
Like the adaptors described in the above sections, synthetic tools can be designed to change the output behavior of protein-responsive RNA switches. For example, we produced inverters that switch the function of protein-responsive RNA switches from inhibition (OFF) to activation (ON) in mammalian cells.
79) The basis of the inverter was nonsense-mediated mRNA decay (NMD). NMD shuts off translation when it detects a premature termination codon. Inserting such codons between the aptamer domain and the first codon of the output protein results in NMD in the absence of an input protein, but no NMD in the presence. Importantly, these new modules can be assembled orthogonally. As more components in the design are added, however, care must be given to the arrangement of the aptamer and actuator domains so that they do not interfere with each other's function. The Fussenegger lab has described a general strategy for such assemblies. 80) They proposed using bioinformatics and RNA libraries to identify tertiary structures that when inserted between the stem loops of the actuator domain enhance the activity of the protein-responsive RNA switch.
Conclusion
RNA has function that goes well beyond its originally defined role as an intermediate for the conversion of gene expression to protein synthesis. By interacting with substrates, RNA can alter its shape to act as a switch inside the cell. The ample progress made in controlling prokaryotic cells with these switches has been followed by consistent gains in eukaryotic cells. These advances suggest promise for new cell therapies. In particular, that RNA switches are sensitive to subtle differences in miRNA levels between cell types suggests they could be used to specifically regulate cells from heterogeneous populations, which has tremendous implications in a number of cell therapies including those for regenerative medicine and cancer. RBPs contribute to the synthetic design by enhancing the dynamic range of the switch and also by enabling higher computational processes for better regulation of cell function.
